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Abstract. Transcription factor binding to the surface of DNA regulatory regions is
one of the primary causes of regulating gene expression levels. A probabilistic approach
to model protein-DNA interactions at the sequence level is through Position Weight
Matrices (PWMs) that estimate the joint probability of a DNA binding site sequence by
assuming positional independence within the DNA sequence.
Here we construct conditional PWMs that depend on the motif signatures in the
flanking DNA sequence, by conditioning known binding site loci on the presence or
absence of additional binding sites in the flanking sequence of each site’s locus. Pooling
known sites with similar flanking sequence patterns allows for the estimation of the
conditional distribution function over the binding site sequences.
We apply our model to the Dorsal transcription factor binding sites active in
patterning the Dorsal-Ventral axis of Drosophila development. We find that those
binding sites that cooperate with nearby Twist sites on average contain about 0.5 bits
of information about the presence of Twist transcription factor binding sites in the
flanking sequence. We also find that Dorsal binding site detectors conditioned on flanking
sequence information make better predictions about what is a Dorsal site relative to
background DNA than detection without information about flanking sequence features.
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Introduction
The ’particle’ abstraction of classical mechanics reduces the many degrees of freedom of
an extended material into a single point in space and time [1]. A similar abstraction
is useful for treating the process of regulation by transcription factor proteins of gene
regulatory networks. In such a model, the entire genome is seen as a one-dimensional
lattice where each lattice ’site’ is like a type of static particle with a coordinate along
the genome, and where the site is a short sequence of DNA, ranging from a single base-
pair to a coarse-grained extended sequence of DNA. Each such site can be defined by its
specific logic given by the interactions that are relevant for regulating transcription [2–4].
This logic, encoded in the type of site, is an inheritable trait. Furthermore, evolution
of regulatory sites changes the logic, which is known to cause major transformations on
animal body plans [5, 6]. Understanding this logic, at a sequence level, has produced
state of the art phylogenetic models for classification at the phylum level that allows us
to better understand our deepest homologies with the rest of the kingdom.
Position Weight Matrices
Commonly, estimating the nucleotide frequencies of functional transcription factor binding
sites is achieved by aligning experimentally confirmed functional sites of length s, and
counting the frequency of each nucleotide at each position. These counts can then be used
to infer the distribution of functional binding site sequences. The inferred distribution of
functional sequences is called a Position Weight Matrix [7]. For example, for a length s
binding site, the probability that the binding site has the sequence S is:
P (S) =
s,3∏
ij
P
Sij
ij , (1)
where the sequence S is represented by the matrix of indicator variables Sij ∈ {0, 1}
(Boolean variables), and Pij is the probability (maximum likelihood estimate from the
frequencies) to find base j at position i, with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s} and j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, such
that each integer represents a letter from the alphabet A,C,G,T.
Information theoretic and classification methods can then be used to relate these
probabilities to linear (additive) logarithmic models or a discrimination function. For
example, the energy PWM gives a bioinformatic score E(S), for any sequence S. The
energy of the sequence can be decomposed into a sum over each internal position of the
sequence:
E(S) =
s∑
i
3∑
j
EijSij, (2)
where the binding site sequence S is again represented by the indicator variable Sij
for each position i in the sequence and base-pair j, which selects the appropriate
transcription factor-DNA interaction energies Eij. We define the interaction energies
Eij mathematically in Equation (10) below.
In-vitro Biophysical PWMs
The energy weight matrix elements used in Equation (2) can be determined for each
of the 4s matrix elements using an affinity assay. This assay is purely based on
physical principles, completely blind to notions of “functional” (meaning adapted) binding
sequences. The key measurement is the relative change in affinity to the transcription
factor for all possible single mutation sequences from the highest affinity sequence [7–11].
Such an assay assumes that the highest affinity sequence (which we denote as S0), is
known. By choosing the highest affinity sequence as the reference DNA-transcription
factor interaction, one can then construct the full set of relative affinities for full sequences
(all 4s affinities). Just as a key assumption of the PWM model was linearity in sequence,
so too in this experiment we must assume that the binding energy is a linear function of
the sequence. This assumption enables each of the three possible DNA mutations from
the reference sequence at a particular position within the DNA binding site to be tested
independent of the genetic background of the remaining positions within the binding site.
The theoretical justification that the binding energy is a linear function of the
sequence is that the binding affinity constant K(S) is equal to the exponential of the
binding energy in units of kT, where k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature.
The free energy, being a state function (i.e., exact differential), then would result in the
following displacement reaction: logK(S) = logK(S0) − ∆G, where the transcription
factor was originally bound to sequence S0 (the reference sequence) and then (by any
physical process) is displaced and binds to sequence S. If we set the energy scale such
that the highest affinity sequence bound to the protein has zero energy, then all other
bound complexes have higher energies G(S), hence ∆G = G(S)−G(S0) = G(S).
Using the physical approach above, one can treat each mutation of a base from the
reference sequence (highest affinity sequence) as a perturbation of the reference sequence
S0.
By expanding the free energy in sequence space, we have
G(S) =
s,3∑
ik
∆GikSik +
s∑
i,j=1
3∑
k,l
wijklSikSjl + . . . (3)
≈
s,3∑
ik
GikSik. (4)
The pairwise interaction term, wijkl, is a function of four indices, where indices i and j
run over the positions of the sequence S, and the indices k and l run over the nucleotide
bases. The indicator variables Sik and Sjl select the appropriate pairwise interaction term
w. The expansion in sequence space has a total of 2s interactions, the final approximation
assumes all these are negligible except the first order terms.
Evolutionary PWMs
Just as a phylogenetic analysis of genes can reveal subsequences that are important for
the function or enzymatic activity of the protein, so too can phylogenetic analysis of
binding sites reveal subsequences that are important for the binding function (affinity)
of the sequence. Unlike cladistics, where a binding site alignment would only include a
monophyletic group (sequences evolved from a common ancestor), and hence be hampered
by patterns of conservation that are due to inheritance as opposed to adaptations, here
we use a phenetic approach to alignment, based on Berg and von Hippel’s phenetic
approach [12], where both convergent sites, paralogs, and orthologs are used in the
alignment to reveal conserved patterns in the DNA binding sites that are a consequence
of the molecular properties that provide the binding phenotype.
A basic molecular evolution principle initially formulated by Zukerlandyl and Pauli
and latter utilized by Dayhoff and refined by Kimura is that neutral DNA accumulates
substitutions with a reliable rate, such that neutral DNA can be used as a molecular
clock. However, functional DNA’s mutation rate (what Berg and von Hippel called the
“base-pair choices”) are correlated with the functionality of a site [12]. Hence, functional
DNA under purifying selection evolves slower (if at all) than neutral DNA, enabling a
comparative analysis of regulatory sequences by screening conserved blocks of sequences,
or “phylogenetic footprints” [13].
Berg and von Hippel used these assumptions in 1987 to relate the empirical nucleotide
counts from an alignment to theoretical binding site sequences under mutation-selection
balance [12]. Theoretically, they assumed a binding site was constrained by the binding
affinity necessary for binding (i.e., binding that influences gene expression) [14]. This
constraint allowed them to use Jaynes’s principle to derive a theoretical distribution known
in physics as the Boltzmann distribution, which they then could equate to the empirical
normalized counts from Equation (1). In this context, Jaynes principle states that the
information content of the set of binding site sequences (i.e., binding site sequence data in
the form of Equation (1) and knowledge of the genome-wide frequencies–the prior, or GC
content of the genome–should be minimized subject to the binding energy constraint [15].
For a simple example, consider a binding site of just one base-pair‡. The
“Lagrangian” for the constrained minimization problem can be written as (the sum is
over the nucleotides that base B can take on)∑
B
P (B) log
P (B)
P0(B)
− λ0(
∑
B
P (B)− 1)− λ1(
∑
B
P (B)G(B)− 〈G〉). (5)
The first term is the information content of the steady state probabilities P (B) relative
to the genome-wide frequencies P0(B), the prior. The second term represents the
normalization constraint over the probabilities (where the prior is assumed fixed) and
the last term is the constraint that the average binding energy be fixed. Minimizing the
Lagrangian leads to the theoretical estimate of the steady state distribution, P (B), which
takes the form of a Boltzmann distribution (e.g., see Equation (9) for a definition of the
Boltzmann distribution).
The equilibrium frequencies, P0(B), are those expected of neutral DNA (e g., the
frequencies estimated from the Jukes Cantor substitution model. Sites under selection are
forced away from equilibrium, and form a steady state distribution P (B). For a physical
example, the relative frequency of a particular base B is like a concentration, which
when in thermodynamic equilibrium will be equal to the concentration of this molecule in
the background. Assuming the background can be modeled as chemically random bases
(A,C,G,T) [18], then in thermodynamic equilibrium the base Bs concentration will equal
the background concentration of the respective base. In a steady state, however, the
base frequency is forced to to concentration unequal to the background. Similarly, in an
evolutionary steady state, there is a flux of mutations driving the population of binding
sites to the random frequencies, but this flux is balanced predominantly by the flux from
the selective pressure. In the population genetics sense, the steady state frequencies are
the result of mutation selection balance.
Relation between biophysical PWMs and evolutionary PWMs
As a consequence of Berg and von Hippel’s hypothesis that the normalized frequencies
from an alignment of binding sites could be equated to the theoretical distribution of
sequences under mutation-selection balance (the Boltzmann-like distribution) [12]; Berg
and von Hippel were able to derive a simple relation between their information theoretic
logarithmic score E(S) from Equation (2), and the known binding energies G(S) of the
‡ Binding sites are frequently about 10 base-pairs long. A binding site of length one base-pair is not
realistic for transcription factors, as most proteins would cover more space than one base-pair (about 1
nanometer). For an evolutionary argument for why binding sites are about 10bp in length see [16], and
for a diffusion argument see [17]
binding sites to the transcription factor from Equation (). Using the standard statistical
mechanics relation: log K(S)
K(S0)
= log P (S)
P (S0)
, where K(S) is the binding constant, and P (S) is
the Boltzmann-like distribution (see Equation (9) for details), and observing that log P (S)
P (S0)
can be replaced by the normalized frequencies from the alignment, and defining the
information theoretic score from Equation (2) as E(S) = log P (S)
P (S0)
§; one then obtains:
logK(S) = logK(S0)− ∆(E(S))
λ1
, (6)
where E(S) is estimated from an alignment. (E(S) is fully explained in our Methods
section, where ∆E(S) = E(S), and similarly ∆G(S) = G(S) by choosing S0 to be a
reference.) The linear relation above is of the same form as the first-order thermodynamic
perturbation [9]:
logK(S) ≈ logK(S0)−∆G. (7)
This gives us a linear relation between the evolutionary substitution pattern (data from
an alignment), E, and the free energy, G (in units of kT ).
Shortcomings of PWMs
Analyzing typical functional binding site sequences for a particular transcription factor
reveals signs of a conserved pattern of nucleotides at specific positions within the binding
site. However, because the sequences are short, false-positive matches to the pattern are
expected to occur frequently in large genomes, too frequently than time available for the
protein to find all the sites. This kinetic search problem was also analyzed by Berg and
von Hippel using one- and three-dimensional diffusion models [20], which has since been
reinterpreted several times. In particular, Sela et al. showed that symmetries in DNA
sequences flanking functional binding site loci can dramatically affect binding [17], later
verified experimentally [21]. In the same manner, bioinformatic searches for binding sites
using only the conserved patterns in order to discover new binding sites often results in
poor predictions on a genomic scale [22].
Another limitation of the model is that in development, heterotypic clusters of
binding sites (rather than isolated sites) govern gene expression. Hence, binding site
sequence matches to a motif, if occurring in an isolated locus within a genome (i.e., not
§ Here we our conflating our notation for P (S), which in one case is the empirical normalized frequencies
from the alignment (which Berg and von Hippel denoted as f(S)), while in the other case of statistical
mechanics P (S) is a theoretical distribution parameterized by the Lagrange Multipliers (which can be
shown to be the thermodyanmic temperature for systems like an ideal gas [19]). Here we do keep the
derived variables E(S) and G(S) separate, in order to clearly see the relation between the bioninformatic
score E(S) and the free energy ∆G.
occurring within a cluster of other binding sites) are incapable of recruiting the complexes
necessary for transcription, and hence these isolated loci are unlikely functional. Hence
the functional sequence distribution simply does not contain enough information to make
a one-to-one map to the functional loci [23]. Furthermore, in eukaryotes, binding is
modulated by the chromatin state of a locus and the cellular state that the genome
resides in. These epigenetic cues and other external variables that influence binding are
not usually encoded into the binding site sequences, and gives rise to departures from the
linear assumption inherent the PWM model.
Evolution in development has repeatedly evolved new combinations of binding sites
producing new types of logic regulating gene expression [24–26]. Traditional bioinformatic
sequence tools to discover binding sites in developmental systems can discover the low
resolution segments (500 bp) of regulatory DNA that contain clusters of coevolving
binding sites, CRMs, by simply using clusters of motifs [27]. However, determining
what sequences within the CRM are functional is difficult. For example: is the spacing
between sites functional, is the ordering of sites functional, what about ’half sites’ or sites
with mismatches, what is the number of mismatches allowable before a sequence is not
functional? Tedious genetic experiments must be conducted in order to discover what
sites significantly contribute to gene expression [26].
For example, the in vivo binding site contribution to gene expression can be
understood by comparing the expression of a target gene driven by a wild-type CRM
with a knock out of a putative binding site. However, this is complicated for a number
of reasons: first, binding site turnover within CRMs leaves remnants of functional sites
such as “half sites” that have partial matches to motifs [28], second the multiple half sites
(that are easier to evolve) may be able to compensate for a strong full site. Therefore,
even with a confirmed functional CRM, functional binding site discovery is a daunting
task, due to vestigial sites that have fuzzy or poor matches to bioinformatic motifs.
Physical Shortcomings of PWMs
Dependencies within transcription factor bindings sites
The linear relation in Equation (6) becomes nonlinear if there are cooperative interactions
between positions within a binding site (or if there are context dependent base-pair
dependencies). For example, cooperativity at the biochemical level tends to cause the
linear relationship between the first order Gibbs free energy and the binding constants
to become nonlinear as a function of sequence, thereby decreasing the ability of linear
models (or first order thermodynamic perturbations) to capture the relationship [9, 29].
Furthermore, some DNA-protein interactions require specific nucleotides at various
positions to jointly occur, such that the additive sum of the interactions of each nucleotide
to the protein is not what would be expected under the linear model. In such cases it
becomes important to consider higher-order interactions, such as via dinucleotides or other
various joint occurring nucleotides [30, 31].
Dependencies between transcription factor binding sites
If the base-pair preferences for a particular transcription factor are contingent on a
cooperating factor, then evolution will have filtered the co-occurring sites jointly. For
example, the transcription factor NfκB is known to have a specificity that is dependent
on co-occurring binding sites [32], and similarly the binding sites of the Glucocorticoid
Receptor are specific to their context [33]. The NfκB homolog Dorsal’s binding sites
have also been shown to encode differences when active in different innate immunity
pathways [34], or to signal Dorsal’s role as an activator or a repressor [35].
Conditional PWMs based on co-occurring factor binding sites
Here we present a model that incorporates locus-specific information into PWMs that
we call “conditional” PWMs, that improve binding site discovery within CRMs by
incorporating flanking information of each binding site locus into the functional binding
site sequence distribution. This is useful for transcription factors that display specialized
behavior based on their cis-environment. Our PWM approach accounts for DNA-DNA
epistasis (hard-wired cooperativity) that is a function of the DNA spacer between target
binding site and a putative cooperating transcription factor’s site. The hypothesis is
that base-pair preferences between known cooperating proteins will be a function of the
spacer between the known sites (assuming that sites that are separated by large spacers
are effectively non-interacting). If the base-pair preferences change as the spacer changes,
then evolution will have filtered the co-occurring sites jointly rather than independently.
As a consequence, we expect different PWMs for binding sites separated from a putative
interacting site as a function of spacer size. This model is similar to the cooperative
nucleotide model in Ref. [12], but now we effectively have a spacer model between binding
sites.
Furthermore, Berg and von Hippel in Ref. [12] introduce a spacer dependent
interaction energy, which similarly addresses that spacing between co-occurring
transcription factor binding sites affects the total binding energy between the two
separated sites. However, in their spacer dependent interaction energy, these authors kept
the PWM for each binding site a constant, regardless of its interaction with co-occurring
binding sites, and only focused on the spacing between the co-occurring binding site.
Our model, in a sense, encodes the spacer dependent interaction energy into the different
conditional PWMs constructed for different spacer windows.
Materials
Data for known Dorsal binding sites in D. melanogaster Dorsal-Ventral network
The initial development of the fruit fly is partly based on maternally laid morphogens
that form a gradient across the blastoderm thereby causing differential target gene
expression [36–38]. The Dorsal-Ventral (DV) network of genes active in the Drosophila
embryo is largely conserved across the Drosophila genus, furthermore their coarse-grained
expression patterns in terms of percent egg length along the DV axis are also largely
conserved [39]. The transcription factor Dorsal regulates the genes responsible for
patterning the DV axis of embryogenesis leading to gastrulation [40–42]. Hence Dorsal
transcription factor binding sites within and across Drosophila species represent a large
set of binding sites that are amenable to constructing a PWM.
We collected Dorsal binding sites active in the Drosophila melanogaster
neuroectoderm region of the DV axis that cooperate with a bHLH (basic helix-loop-helix)
dimer with Twist. These sites are the Dβ sites of Table S2 of Crocker et.al. [28], the Dorsal
sites from figure 2 of Crocker et al. [43], as well as the “specialized” NEE (Neurogenic
Ectoderm Enhancers) and NEE-like Dorsal binding sites of Erives et al. and Crocker et
al. [43,44]). Those sites are specialized in the sense that they have been shown to evolve
slower than flanking Dorsal binding sites in homotypic clusters of Dorsal binding sites in
the NEE [28], and possibly specialized to the cooperative interaction with Twist (which
we aim to characterize through information techniques).
There is ample evidence and a long-standing history in the literature for Dorsal sites
cooperating with a bHLH dimer, see [45–50] and references therein. In those cases, the
bHLH dimer is likely a Twist:Daughterless heterodimer. Daughterless is a ubiquitously
expressed and obligate partner in tissue-specific bHLH dimers, such as Twist. The
’specialized’ Dorsal data set is labelled as DDCmel, where D represents a data set, and the
subscript DC means ’Dorsal Cooperative’ and mel stands for the species melanogaster.
We also collected Dorsal binding sites from the REDFLY footprinting database [51]
for target sites active in embryogenesis. This data set is labeled as DDUmel, where DU
means ’Dorsal Uncooperative’. We did not find Dorsal footprinted sites from REDFLY
for the Dorsal target gene snail in the CRM of snail, hence these Dorsal binding sites
were omitted from our data set (our CRM data are described below). The DDUmel is a
subset of the full REDFLY Dorsal binding sites, where we filtered out any sites that had
already been collected in our DDCmel data set, or sites that were not active in the DV
network, or binding site loci that overlapped.
DNA sequence context of binding sites
Our aim is to characterize the Dorsal sites based on patterns in the loci’s flanking sequence.
The regulatory regions (the cis-regulatory modules) of DNA that contain the DDCmel and
DDUmel binding sites consisted of the following melanogaster CRMs: rho, brk, sog, sogS,
vn, vnd, twi, zen, dpp, tld. In that list the CRM is labeled by the gene it targets, and the
sog gene had its Dorsal binding sites in two distinct CRMs labeled sog and sogS (where
sogS is a ‘Shadow’ enhancer).
These CRMs have been collected in a centralized file by Papatsenko et al. [52].
Additionally, these authors collected known melanogaster modules from the literature
and using a BLAST approach predicted the remaining 11 Drosophila orthologs of the
known melanogaster regulatory regions (at that time there we 12 sequenced genomes for
Drosophila). The orthologs were not ‘known’ with same certainty as the melanogaster
data, however we will still classify these as known for our purposes, as conservation of
synteny (order of sites) along with each module containing multiple conserved blocks
where sequence matches to binding sites reside renders these predictions accurate. These
modules are usually minimal modules that are on average about 300 base pairs in length.
We aligned the 12 orthologs of each CRM, and only extracted the aligned blocks
that contained our DDCmel and DDUmel binding sites, see Supplement section 1.1 for
details. The enlarged set of combined data we call DCB = DDC ∪ DDU, where the
removed subscript mel on DC and DU, denotes that all 12 orthologs of a given binding
site sequence are in the data set, and CB stands for combined.
Methods
Clustering Dorsal target loci based on co-occurring binding sites
Given the locations of the Dorsal binding sites within a given CRM (see Supplement
section 1.2 for details) and the predicted sites of another factor (a putative cooperating
factor), we are able to construct a distance matrix where each row ‘i ’ is a known Dorsal
locus (base-pair coordinate), and each column represents a predicted co-occurring factor’s
locus ‘j ’ within the CRM. The matrix elements of the distance matrix are the spacer
length (denoted as d(i, j) ) in base-pairs between any row i (Dorsal binding site locus)
and column j (co-occurring binding site locus), a difference of the coordinates z of the
loci:
d(i, j) = zi − zj − wi, (8)
where we assume that the ith Dorsal site appears upstream from the j th co-occurring
site, and that both sites are annotated as on the positive strand of the CRM, where wi is
the width (length) of the ith site, and zi and zj are the CRM coordinates of site i and j
respectively. Here we define the spacer as the base-pair distance of neutral DNA between
two binding sites (hence the internal positions within either site are not counted as part of
the spacer). For cases where the Twist and Dorsal site overlap, the spacer is valued at 0
bp regardless of the amount of overlap. For cases that a CRM did not contain a predicted
co-occurring site, we set the spacer to a maximum value such that the corresponding
Dorsal site for the spacer was guaranteed to be classified as ”Uncooperative”.
Classifying binding sites based on spacer window
We define a partitioning of the flanking sequence of any given Dorsal locus, hence we use
the reference frame of the Dorsal locus with both upstream and downstream sequence. We
partition the upstream flanking sequence by the minimum distance dmin and a maximum
distance dmax away from the locus using Equation (8). Similarly, we define a symmetric
partition of the downstream flanking sequence by the minimum distance -dmin and a
maximum distance -dmax away from the locus. We then define a coarse-grained binning
of all the flanking sequence into just two bins, where a ‘spacer window’ represents the
bin that contains the interval [dmin, dmax] ∪ [−dmin,−dmax], and the other bin contains all
the rest of the flanking sequence. Once the bin borders have been defined by the spacer
window, we then define a Boolean class variable C, which classifies each Dorsal locus as
C = 1 if the co-occurring binding site of interest is present in the spacer window, and
C = 0 if the co-occurring binding site sequence of interest is absent in the spacer window.
Hence, the class variable is entirely based on the patterns that occur within the spacer
window, as the class value of each class is determined solely on co-occurring sites in the
spacer window. Using Equation (8) we classify the Dorsal loci that fall within a defined
window. Once each Dorsal binding site’s locus is assigned a class, we then can align the
loci of a class and estimate the conditional PWM.
Energy estimation of a base
The theoretical steady-state Boltzmann-like distribution is the solution to minimizing the
Lagrangian with respect to P (B) in Equation (5). The Boltzmann-like distribution in
units of the second Lagrange multiplier is:
P (B) =
P0(B) exp−E(B)
Z
, (9)
where the normalization Z is related to the Lagrange multiplier λ0, and we have assumed
calibration of the energy E(B) by estimating the shift and scaling factors from Equation
(6). Assuming our frequencies from Equation (1) is governed by the Boltzmann-like
distribution, we then can construct an energy PWM by inverting the distribution,
arbitrarily choosing the consensus base B0 to be the zero of the interaction energy between
transcription factor and bases. The consensus base is the base at a position with the
most counts from the alignment, hence this choice of reference leads to all other bases
contributing a higher energy (or zero for degenerate cases). We then can calculate the
interaction energy of the remaining bases B as:
E(B) ≈ − log P (B0)
P (B)
= − log nB0 + β
nB + β
. (10)
Here we have made the approximation that the degeneracy factors P0(B) = g(B)/L are
negligible (this is the prior or background DNA frequency), where g(B) is the multiplicity
or number of times that base B occurs in a genome of length L [53], nB0 are the
counts of the reference base B0 and similarly nB are the counts of base B from the
contingency table estimated from the alignment of n known sites, and β is a pseudocount
β > 0. The joint energy of a given base B with co-occurring flanking sequence S’
(that may or may not contain a co-occurring binding site of another factor) is defined as
E(B, S ′) = E(B) +E(S ′) +w(B, S ′). By setting a spacer threshold (spacer window) and
an energy threshold on the potential cooperating factor we effectively create a Bernoulli
variable for the flanking sequence, such that S’ is aggregated into the class variable C.
Hence, we have E(B,C) = E(B) + E(C) + w(B,C), where w(B,C) is an interaction
energy that is shared between the systems B and C. Once we have determined what class
a Dorsal locus belongs to, we are then uninterested in the energy of the co-occurring site
in sequence S ’. Hence we define a conditional energy that is the standard PWM energy
from Equation (2) for a particular position and base plus the interaction term:
E(B|C) = E(B) + w(B,C). (11)
The interaction term shifts the standard energy of a sequence if P (B|C) 6= P (B). We
define our context C for Dorsal sites B based on proximity to Twist (the spacer window),
thereby placing a class tag C, on each of Dorsal binding site bases B. We calculate the
shift w as:
w(B,C) = − log P (B,C)
P (B)P (C)
= − log P (B|C)
P (B)
. (12)
The shift w is simply the Kullback-Leibler divergence of the conditional distribution
P (B|C) and the marginal distribution P (B).
Energy estimation of a sequence of bases
We now extend the model from a single site to a binding site sequence. The total
shift for a particular binding site sequence S and its flanking sequence is: w(S, S ′) =
E(S, S ′)− E(S)− E(S ′), where the shift is calculated as:
w(S, S ′) = − log P (S, S
′)
P (S)P (S ′)
. (13)
The sequence S is the Dorsal binding site at a particular locus, and is a sequence of bases
B, while the sequence S’ is effectively a Bernoulli variable C, which means the flanking
sequence S ’ of the Dorsal site either has a Twist site (in which case C =proximal) or not,
in which case C =distal. Hence, w(S,S’)= w(S,C), which we define as:
w(S,C) =
s∑
i
w(Bi, C) (14)
where we have defined S as the sequence {Bi}, where i ∈ {1, 2, 3 . . . s}, and s is the
length of the binding site sequence S. Equation (14) uses a standard PWM to calculate
P(S) (as opposed to using the marginal of S over C ), because the marginal distribution
is a “mixture model” that cannot be factorized into a product of base specific probability
factors [54]. Computationally, for energy PWMs there is a matrix w for each class value of
C. By adding the w matrix to the energy matrix E (matrix elements defined by Equation
(10)) we obtain a conditional energy. We define a conditional detector, or a conditional
energy PWM, which we use for bioinformatic predictions and annotations of binding site
sequences. The detector trained from sequences of class C then will score each sequence
S as:
E(S|C) = E(S) + w(S,C) . (15)
Here E(S) is from Equation (2), where the matrix elements Eij are equal to E(B(j)i)
from Equation (10). The function B(j) is a map between base B ’s alphabet A,C,G,T
and the values of the matrix index j : 0,1,2,3; where we define the 0 index to be the
consensus base and therefore reference energy level (the ground state). The matrix index
i denotes the position of the base, which we previously denoted as Bi in Equation (14),
where it was clear which particular base B resided at position i of sequence S. Hence
the conditional energy is E(B|C) = − log P (B0)
P (B|C) , where B0 is the consensus base of the
position independent PWM from Equation (9).
Model detectors
We define two types of Dorsal binding site sequence models (“detectors”) that we use for
detection and classification. The first detector is conditioned on flanking sequence motifs,
and hence potentially can better resolve functional loci. The second detector is simply a
standard (unconditional) PWM model, which we use as a baseline for model comparison.
First we define the detector that incorporates flanking sequence information. As we
will see,the detector acts like a logic-like gate that we call the “OR gate”, due to its
similarity with a standard digital OR gate used in electronics. The input to the gate is
a k-mer, and the output is a decision on whether the k-mer is a Dorsal binding site or
just random background DNA. The detector’s decision is based on the conditional energy
PWM scores from Equation (15) described above, that is, its output depends on the
output of two distinct “subdetectors”, which we call DC (“Dorsal Cooperative”) and DU
(“Dorsal Uncooperative”). The DC component of the OR gate scores all incoming k-mers
based on the conditional energy for a sequence with class type ‘proximal’, while the DU
component scores all incoming k-mers based on the conditional energy for the class type
‘distal’. The “OR gate” detector fires (that is, predicts a Dorsal site), if either the DC
or the DU detector (or both) fire. In general, any energy PWM model (and hence our
conditional energy PWMs) can be used as a linear classifier for binding site sequences.
This classification is based on the following linear equation for any given k-mer:
y(S) = Ec − E • S, (16)
Here E and S are vectors from a 4k dimensional real vector space, where we elevated the
matrix of indicator variables from Equation (10) to be a bona fide vector. Ec acts as bias
that shifts the hyperplane that separates putative functional sites from non-functional
sites. The Euclidean dot product between the two vectors, E • S, is defined as the sum
over element-wise multiplications, where the energy E is now another vector in the space
that projects each k-mer S onto a line of length E(S) (i.e., Equation (2)). The so-called
bias or energy threshold is a positive real number (Ec), and represents a partitioning of
the line defined by y into positive and negative real numbers. Here all k-mers with a
positive value of y have energy less than Ec, and are classified as a binding site. All k-
mers with a negative value of y have energy greater than Ec, and are classified as random
DNA sequence.
The OR Gate detector is partially defined once the flanking sequence feature (the
co-occurring binding site motif) and the spacer window have been set (or optimized),
as described in the Methods section above. These settings allow us to estimate the
conditional probabilities. Hence, using only Dorsal binding site sequences from the data
set DCB we are able to train and define an OR Gate that is not mixed with binding
sites based on purely bioinformatic matches. The second model is the standard PWM,
which we call the CB detector, where CB stands for the “combined” set (meaning the
conditional and unconditional data sets combined), which we denote by DCB ). The CB
model assigns an energy score E(S) to each sequence S as in Equation (2), which has a
corresponding probability P (S) as in Equation (1).
Results
Optimal spacer window for the OR Gate detector
In order to calibrate our conditional detectors we must define an optimal interval of the
spacer window by calculating the mutual information between the known Dorsal binding
sites and the potential cooperator’s binding site (eg., co-occurring Twist sites). The spacer
window that leads to the maximum mutual information determines an optimal clustering
of the Dorsal loci into two classes, which we then can use to build the OR gate.
We predict 5’-CAYATG loci (putative Twist sites) within the CRMs by scoring the
CRMs with an energy PWM and threshold that corresponds to exact matches of the Twist
motif 5’-CAYATG, which we found to have the highest mutual information with Dorsal
binding site sequences. In the Supplemental Results section titled ’Additional Experiment
Supplement’ we show a similar analysis with the alternative Twist motif 5’-CACATG, and
some results for the motif’s restricted form 5’-CACATGT.
Upon construction of the spacer distance matrix we are able to classify all annotated
Dorsal sites as ‘Cooperative’ or ‘Uncooperative’, based on whether any of the spacers for
a given Dorsal locus was within the bin border defined by dmin and dmax. For example,
a CRM annotated with one Dorsal site and three Twist sites will have three spacers. If
any of those spacers are within the spacer window, then the Dorsal site is classified as
‘Cooperative’. We define the spacer window as a 30 base-pair closed interval, which starts
at [0,30]bp relative to each Dorsal coordinate within the CRM (not counting the body of
the binding site as a part of the spacer).
All known Dorsal loci of a given class are then aligned (see Supplement section 1.6 for
details) to construct the conditional Dorsal binding site sequence distribution (conditional
PWM). Given the class labels on the Dorsal sites, we are able to estimate the probability
of a given class as simply the fraction of Dorsal sites that belong to each class C. With
these distributions we are then able to calculate the mutual information, I(S;C) between
the Dorsal site sequence variable S and the class C as
I(S;C) =
∑
S
∑
C
P (S|C)P (C) log P (S|C)
P (S)
(17)
where P (S|C) is the conditional PWM, and P (S) = ∑C ∏i P (C)P (Si|C) is the
marginalized distribution of sequence over class labels C (note this is not the same as
the CB detector’s probability). As stated above, the initial dmin was set at zero and
dmax at 30bp, and then both parameters are incremented by 30bp to shift the window
to a new position. For each shift of the spacer window we classify all Dorsal loci, align
each class to a length 9 motif, and then calculate the mutual information. The result is
shown in Table 1 and implies that the information between sequence and class label is
highest if the spacer is between 0 and 30 bps, as expected for binding sites that interact
via molecular interactions. Furthermore we appended one nucleotide of flanking sequence
on each binding site sequence to see if we were missing flanking parts of the conditional
binding sites.
spacer [0,30]bp (31,60]bp (61,90]bp
Mutual Information, Equation (17) 0.49 0.29 0.04
Table 1. Mutual Information between functional Dorsal binding site sequences and
putative Twist sites that match 5’-CAYATG using a sliding spacer window scheme.
We show the conditional Dorsal binding site sequence logos for functional binding
sites generated for this first spacer window in Figure 1. The information content of
each position of the binding site corresponds to the height of the logo, where we used a
symmetric hyperparameter value of β = 0.1 as discussed in the Supplement section 1.9
and section 1.17.
The conditional and unconditional PWMs are significantly different
Here we test the optimal DC and DU detector’s training data energy scores to see if the
median energy of DC is significantly different than the median energy of DU. The optimal
detectors were based on the 5’-CAYAGT Twist motif and the [0,30]bp window. The rank
sum test rejected the null hypothesis that the median energies are equal with p = 10−26.
The median energy of the DC PWM was 0.27, while the median energy of the DU PWM
was 2.7.
It is possible that any random partitioning of a set of binding sites that are used to
build detectors using our technique would produce p-values consistent with significance.
We used our original data set of Dorsal sites DCB to construct a sampling distribution of
p-values for the rank sum test To calibrate the p-value we created a sampling distribution
of the p-value from 1000 repetitions, where at each repetition the combined data DCB
were randomly partitioned into two data sets. PWMs were constructed for each partition.
The energy of each sequence within a partition was calculated as E(S) + w(S, P ), where
P is the partition, S is a sequence in the partition, and E(S) is the CB energy. We then
determined the corresponding rank sum p-value between the random sets. We found that
the p-value of the rank sum test between the DC and DU model fell well beyond the right
tail of the random sampling distribution (shown in Figure 2), indicating that the median
Figure 1. Logos generated for known Dorsal sites (theDCB data) tested for adjacency to
5’-CAYATG used as the cooperative class if in the [0,30]bp distance. Logo A corresponds
to the cooperative class, and displays the known 5’-AAATT core, with total information
content 13.5 bits. Logo D is the exact same logo as A but with a single base-pair of
flanking sequence at the start and end of the site (hence, this logo starts at position
-1). Position 9 of this logo shows about two decibits of information relative to the
background sequence in the nucleotide base ‘C’ (2 out of 10 functional DC sites have
a ‘C’ at this position). Logo B is the ‘uncooperative’ class for the [0,30]bp window,
which we calculated to have 9.1 bits information relative to the background (uniform
distribution of bases), and logo E has the added flanking sites to the ‘uncooperative’
class. Logo C is the CB motif with 9.6 bits of information relative to the background,
which looks similar to the ’uncooperative’ class at position 6 due to there being many
more sites that prefer A to a T at this position amongst all the Dorsal sites in the
network. Logo F is the CB motif with the flanking sequence appended.
energies of DC data set and the DU data set are significantly different from any random
partitioning of the combined data set. More details are in the Supplement section 1.11.
Performance of optimal classifiers (detectors)
All detectors were built from length 9 alignments (see Supplement section 1.6 for details
of the alignment procedure). The OR gate is based on the DC detector built from the
data set DDC , which contains Dorsal loci from DCB that were tagged with class labels
from the optimal spacer window of [0,30]bp with the 5’-CAYATG motif, and similarly,
the DU detector is built from the data set DDU , which contains the remaining Dorsal
loci from DCB that did not have the Twist sites in the spacer window. . The unbolded
subscripts DC and DU on the data sets denote that these sets of Dorsal sites were based
on our clustering scheme (not based on literature annotation).
Figure 2. Histogram of p-values of a rank sum test of random partitions of the combined
data set DCB. The binning is in units −10× log10 of the p-value, rounded to the nearest
integer. The p-value of the rank sum test between DC and DU energy data sets based
on their energy PWMs was 260 in log base ten units (scaled by 10), which is indicated
by the red bar of arbitrary height.
We now present three experiments that tests the performance of our OR gate detector
and the conditional detectors using the CB PWM as a benchmark.
The DC detector predicts sites proximal to 5’-CAYATG with better odds than the DU
detector.
We expect that DC should predict Dorsal binding site sequences that are adjacent to
Twist more precisely than DU (since we showed earlier that the Dorsal site sequences
contain information about adjacency to Twist). In Table 2 we collected all the hits (all
the positives) of the detectors. We test whether the DC conditional energy PWM is
actually predicting Dorsal sites within the CRMs that have the correct flanking sequence
feature (presence or absence of Twist motif) with better odds than the DU detector. The
odds of DC for predicting binding site sequences that belong to the proximal class was
61
39
= 1.6. The odds of DU for predicting sequences of the proximal class is 280
345
= 0.81,
hence the odds ratio is 2.0. The one-sided p-value for this table’s log odds ratio test is
p = 0.001 for the chances of seeing a DC detector with better odds relative to DU at
predicting correct flanking sequence features. Increasing the energy cutoff Ec increases
the total counts of the table, and we obtain similarly significant tables up until about
Ec = 5.
proximal distal
DC 61 39
DU 280 345
Table 2. Contingency table with the conditional detectors DC and DU represented
along the rows and the class type distal and proximal represented along the columns.
Each table element represents the number of sites predicted from each detector of each
class type based on Twist sites (5’-CAYATG) and a CB energy cutoff E(S) = Ec = 2.1.
Both OR gate and CB detectors show high sensitivity with known sites as positives and
CRM sequences as negatives
In order to test the sensitivity and the specificity of the detectors we used the
Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC), which displays the tradeoff between optimizing
predictive performance for ‘positives’, while also optimizing for not detecting known
‘negatives’. The True Positive Rate (TPR) is defined as TPR = TP
(TP+FN)
, where the
denominator is the total counts of True Positives (TP )and False Negatives (FN)). The
False Positive Rate (FPR) is defined as FPR = FP
(FP+TN)
, where the denominator is the
total counts of True Negatives (TN) and False Positives (FP ).
We use the data set DCB as our training set of ‘positives’ (TP + FN) for both the
CB detector and the OR gate. The ‘negative’ data set (TN +FP ) is the set of all CRMs
that contained a known binding site (i.e., the CRMs associated with DCB), where the
bona fide sites (the functionally confirmed sites) are masked out. Furthermore, within the
CRMs we also mask out overlapping predicted binding sites based on the algorithm in
the Supplement section 1.3, hence the negative data (the CRMs with known sites masked
and overlapping hits masked) is at least nine fold smaller than the concatenated length
of the CRMs due the binding sites being nine base pairs in length.
For a given energy threshold, Ec = E(S), set by the CB energy PWM for both the
OR gate and the CB detector, each detector ‘scans’ the CRM using a sliding window
approach, where each ‘hit’ of the detector is classified as a TP if the hit overlaps a known
binding site locus in DCB, and as a FP if the detector ‘misfired’ in the background of the
CRM. Similarly, known sites (loci) from DCB that were not called hits by the detector
are classified as FN , while TN are the k-mers from the CRM background sequence that
the detector did not call a hit.
The ROC of the OR gate (shown in Figure 3A) tends to perform better than the
CB detector at low energies up until the energy reaches about E(S) < 8 (the last point
(FPR, TPR) displayed in the figure), after which the CB detector tends to do better.
The OR gate in the region of ROC space displayed shows better performance than the
traditional CB detector (This is clearer quantitatively, where we found the OR gate had a
higher area under the curve (AUC) integrated from the minimum energy to CB’s energy
cutoff of E(S) < 8 (which is the last point displayed in ROC space)). The OR gate and
CB detector both perform well for strong sites (low energy sites), which is indicated by
their good TPR (almost 80% before a noticeable fraction of negatives start to be detected
as positive.
The OR gate performs better than CB at predicting known sites at lower energies
Another metric of performance of the classifiers is the mutual information between the
type of k-mer (Dorsal or not Dorsal) and the classification by the detector. For example,
if the input is not a Dorsal binding site, the detector should stay silent, while it should
fire if it is a Dorsal site (either adjacent to Twist or not). We can write this mutual
information as
I(I;O) = H(I)−H(I|O), (18)
where I is the binary random variable holding the true identity of the ‘Input’ k-mer
received by the detector, while the ’Output’ variable O is the binary variable given by the
detector’s decision. The entropy H(I) is in principle given by the relative likelihood to
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Figure 3. ROC and Information. (A) False positive rate (FPR) vs. True Positive Rate
(TPR) when varying the energy cutoff Ec. (B) shows the mutual information I(I;O)
Eq. () between the input and output of the detectors as a function of the cutoff energy.
find Dorsal binding sites within the ensemble of CRMs, which is of course heavily biased
towards negatives (non-Dorsal sites). However, this Bayesian prior is not available to
the transcription factor, in other words, for each decision to bind, the factor has its own
Bayesian prior p, which we will set to p = 1/2 (maximum entropy Bayesian prior) below.
The conditional entropy H(I|O) = −∑1i,o=0 p(i)p(i|o) log p(i|o) quantifies the
remaining uncertainty about the identity of the k-mer given the decision of the detector,
and can be calculated using the false positive and true positive rates introduced earlier.
In particular, the conditional probability p(i|0) is obtained as
p(1|1) = p(I = 1|O = 1) = TPR (19)
p(1|0) = p(I = 1|O = 0) = 1− TPR (20)
p(0|1) = p(I = 0|O = 1) = FPR (21)
p(0|0) = p(I = 0|O = 0) = 1− FPR , (22)
while p(i) is the Bayesian prior (density of Dorsals/non-Dorsals in the CRM). Using an
arbitrary prior p, we can rewrite the mutual information from Equation (18) as:
I(I;O) = H[p]− pH[TPR]− (1− p)H[FPR] , (23)
where H[∗] is the usual binary entropy function of a Bernoulli distribution characterized
by *, so for example
H[TPR] = − FN
TP + FN
log
FN
TP + FN
− TP
TP + FN
log
TP
TP + FN
, (24)
with a similar expression for H[FPR]. We show the mutual information I(I;O) in
Figure 3B using the maximum entropy Bayesian prior p = 1/2. Compared to the
information the CB detector has about Dorsal sites, the OR gate’s information is shifted
to lower energies, implying that at fixed energy cutoff it knows Dorsal sites better than
CB.
DC conditional detector is able to predict that Twist is nearby
The conditional detectors are expected to make predictions not only about what is a
Dorsal site relative to the background, but also whether Dorsal is in the vicinity of Twist.
By partitioning all the known sites into the two class types (e.g., ‘distal’ and ‘proximal’)
as determined from the spacer window of [0,30]bp and Twist motif 5’-CAYATG, we can
test how well each detector can resolve the class type of a Dorsal site (Dorsal with Twist
or without).
For a given energy threshold we scanned the combined data set DCB with the DC
as well as the DU detector, and asked how much the detector knows about the class
variable C (further details of this experiment are in Supplement section 1.13). We show
this mutual information I(C;P) in Figure 4 , where P is the binary random variable
encoding the detector’s decision about the context. We see that the DC detector has up
to 0.3 bits of information about the proximity of Twist in any particular Dorsal site, while
the DU detector has virtually no information about this variable.
Discussion
DC and DU Information logos and previous evidence
The binding site sequence logos display the information content of our binding site data
relative to a uniform distribution. By inspection of the DC logo the consensus sequence
(highest information scoring sequence) is partially consistent with Table S2 of Crocker
et al. [28]. The 5’-AAATT core is reproduced as our DC consensus sequence, while the
flanking sequence for the length 11 binding sites are not enriched with G at the start of
the site and a C at the end of the site. Similarly we can see that our DU also conforms
roughly to A-tract Dorsal binding sites, which are Dorsal binding sites that have four or
more contiguous Adenines. Mrinal pointed out that A-tract binding sites have certain
physical chemical properties not seen in 5’-AAATT core Dorsal sites [35], namely that
A-tract Dorsal binding sites encode a mechanism (like an extra hydrogen bond between
the protein and DNA) for Dorsal to switch roles from an activator of gene expression to
a repressor of expression based on the binding site Dorsal was occupying. Of course, as
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Figure 4. Mutual information I(C;P) between the actual classes C and the predicted
classes P for Detectors DC and DU as a function of the threshold energy Ec that is
defined by each detector’s conditional energy Equation (15).
mentioned by Mrinal, these sites are still context dependent, namely the context of a site
may override any preference a binding site sequence has for causing activator or repressor
roles [55]. Inspection of our DU detector’s data set shows that it is more than 50%
enriched with Dorsal sites that are known to be from repression cis-regulatory elements
(zen, tld, dpp), hence the DU logo with a 5’-AAAAT core is not surprising.
Our known binding sites, to a degree, come with the class labels already attached.
The DDCmel data is the known Dorsal binding site data set based on the definition of
Dβ or ’specialized’ sites, or NEE-like Dorsal binding sites (neuroectoderm Dorsal sites
that were linked to Twist sites, but were not linked to the canonical 5’-CACATGT Twist
sites) [28,44]. However, our DC detector is different than a detector built strictly from the
DDC data set (the set of all 12 orthologs for each melanogaster locus), since we included
additional ortholog CRMs of the NEEs.
Furthermore, within the NEEs one could imagine that the spacer has diverged in
species that we analyzed that were not analyzed previously, and our choice of the spacer
window is an interval not the same as previous choices. For example, Papatsenko et
al. [52, 56] showed that binning the spacers between Dorsal and Twist that there were
various optimal bins (namely 14bp, 20bp, and 53bp). It is also possible that the spacer
defining the distance of Dorsal and Twist in D. melanogaster has further diverged in its
ortholog species, in particular those not previously analyzed and annotated.
Szymanski et al. [48] used DU-like Dorsal sites in his systematic study of the role
spacing has between Dorsal and Twist site, suggesting that Dorsal Twist still cooperate if
one uses a DU-like binding site, which is further corroborated by systematic studies from
Fakhouri et al. [57] that also used A-track Dorsal sites for the primary Dorsal sites. These
studies suggest evolution could have fixed either a DC or a DU type site at an NEE locus
utilizing Dorsal Twist linked sites for synergy, which would deteriorate our claim that DC
and DU are really different types of Dorsal sites. However, it is highly unlikely that all
these sites would have fixed with the same sequence unless they were functional or else if
the CRMs containing them were duplications.
The OR gate and the CB detector
The OR gate scores any input k-mer with both conditional detectors DC and DU, and
then outputs simply the lowest energy score. Similar detectors have been represented in
the literature as a Hidden Markov Model or as a mixture model [58,59]. Each component
of the mixture is simply a conditional PWM, where the mixing frequencies are estimated
as the fraction of training data that is associated with a particular component (or class)
of the mixture. The mixture is defined as:
P (S) =
∑
c
exp−E(S|C = c)
Zc
P (C = c), (25)
where E(S|C) is in units of λ1 (which is further assumed to have been calibrated to
thermal energy units), and Zc =
∑
S∈S expE(S|C = c), where S is the set all possible
k-mers, |S| = 4k.
The CB detector is the traditional position independent probability model (PWM)
of binding sites, where the PWM is constructed by aligning all of the sites in the DCB
data simultaneously. Recall from Equation (1)
P (S) =
∏
i
P (Si). (26)
where, as a consequence of Bayes’ Theorem P (Si) =
∑
c P (Si|C = c)P (C = c). However,
for a sequence of bases,
∏
i P (Si) =
∏
i
∑
c P (Si|C = c)P (C = c) 6=
∑
c
∏
i P (Si|C =
c)P (C = c), where the last expression is the mixture of Equation (25), and is equivalent
to a marginalization of the sequence over the classes. The mixture distribution of the
sequence over classes can only be factorized as a product of position distributions given
the class. We justify our approximation of the marginal sequence distribution over classes
as a PWM (the CB PWM) in the Supplement section 1.8.
The mixture model was used by Hannenhali et al. [59] in a similar form as the OR
gate, where a given transcription factor’s binding preference was described by two PWMs.
There the authors scanned a given CRM or promoter with both PWMs and selected the
highest scoring sites as hits, where the threshold for a hit was determined by the mixing
frequencies–the proportion of known sites that are used in constructing each PWM. Upon
scoring all the sites within their promoters, the scores were ranked for a given PWM, and
then the fraction of sites equal to the mixing frequency were considered positives. This
method is different than the OR gate presented here in that we do not use the mixing
frequencies in discriminating Dorsal binding sites from background DNA. The OR gate
discriminates sites from non-sites by checking if the minimum (i.e., best) score of the
component detectors is below the energy threshold. By always choosing the lowest energy
score among the given components as the detector’s overall energy score, the benefit
of an increased True Positive Rate of the detector is partially cancelled by the cost of
an increased False Positive Rate. However, this cost is only in effect at high energies
(non-specific sites), where it is unlikely that evolution or physical binding is having any
functional effect on the organism. Hence, the OR gate is a useful model for increased
sensitivity in the low energy regime.
Information that detectors have about Dorsal binding sites
In a physical NVE ensemble (fixed particle number N , fixed volume V , fixed energy E)
the information content of the distribution of momentum and positions (the distribution
function) is conserved. This means the number of bits necessary to store the position and
momentum information is conserved in time relative to the maximum storage capacity
defined by a lattice over phase space (the space of coordinates). For example, if the
distribution function is a uniform distribution over phase space, it has zero information
content.
Similarly, evolutionary systems under adaptive maintenance (purifying selection)
conserve information stored in their genes [60]. The inheritance of information implies
that parents pass a fixed number of bits to their progeny. And just as in the NVE ensemble
where coordinates and momentum are not conserved, similarly in evolution sequences are
variable, but the sequence’s information content is conserved. However, when the fixed
energy constraint of the NVE system is relaxed and the system exchanges energy with a
much larger environment, the system’s original information content may deteriorate until
the system equilibrates with its surroundings. Biological systems harness energy from
their environment to maintain their information content in the never-ending fight against
the second law [61,62].
The mutual information between sequences and the OR gate’s predictions in Figure 3
suggests that the conditional distributions of functional Dorsal binding sites have encoded
synergistic and antagonistic information about flanking sequence features (presence of
Twist) that causes the likelihood to correctly predict the presence of Dorsal to shift
downwards in energy (as observed by the shift of the mutual information of the OR
gate relative to CB in Figure 3). This shift may have been a necessary adaptation in
the way Dorsal regulates its targets. For example it is possible that at the phylum
level, possibly before the neuroectoderm evolved, Dorsal only needed to regulate the
mesoderm and ectoderm. When the neuroectoderm evolved, Dorsal evolved the ability
to recognize two subtypes of binding site ensembles, a function that would help to resolve
the neuroectoderm Dorsal targets from the more ancient germ layers (mesoderm and
ectoderm). In this sense, Dorsal’s adaptation to its local environment is seen as the
shifted mutual information relative to the CB detector (which just treats all binding loci
identically). Dorsal could then use this information to its advantage, in Dorsal real time
so to speak, to make better decisions about binding.
The shift in the mutual information plot in Figure 3B is not as visible in the ROC
curves in Figure 3A, in which we used the same TPR and FPR for the detectors. This is
because, in general, energy level spacing is not accounted for in an ROC curve, implying
that detectors with similarly ranked sequences may actually have different spacings
between their energy levels, and the minimum energies of the scales may be shifted relative
to one another. For example, DC’s ground state is below CB’s ground state, which is why
the OR gate contains some information at negative energy (as DC’s ground state is at
about -0.8 in energy units as seen from the horizontal axis of Figure 3).
The degree to which the OR gate’s ROC does appear shifted relative to CB’s ROC in
Figure 3A is partly due to the fact that the ranking of sequences of the DC detector and
DU detector is very similar; it is the energy level spacing that is dramatically different
between the conditional detectors. For example, using a substitution model that penalizes
all mismatches from the consensus sequence with the same energy score (see the Appendix
of Ref. [12] for details) leads to the elegant formula that a consensus base occurs with
probability 1 − m
3k
, and that an error or substitution occurs with probability m
3k
, where
k is the length of the sequence and m is the number of mismatches from the consensus
(the 3 in the denominator is due to the three ways a mismatch from a consensus DNA
nucleotide can occur). Weak sites will be seen to have large m, which to a degree can be
seen as the DU training data. Similarly, strong sites will have small m, which can be seen
as the DC data. Hence in this substitution model, the difference between DC and DU
is not in the ordering of their ranked sequences, rather the difference lies in their energy
level spacings (which can be seen by changing m which affects the energy spacing formula
Equation (10)).
This picture of DC functional sequences being a strong version of DU’s sequences
is consistent with our findings that their median energies differed by almost two units,
and with Papatsenko et al.’s findings [56] that Dorsal binding sites necessary in limiting
concentrations of Dorsal protein (such as in the neuroectoderm) tend to have higher
information scores (lower energy scores), than other Dorsal sites such as sites active in
the mesoderm [56]. It is also consistent with the mathematical definition of “specialized”
sites from Erives et al. [44] and the Dβ sites of Crocker et al. [28] who defined these
sites based on how they were detected (similar to MEME’s One Occurrence Per Sequence
setting (OOPS) [63], the specialized sites were one site per NEE CRM sequence, where
each discovered site shared the highest sequence similarity between the selected sites
between the CRMs), which in a sense, is the Dorsal site that had the slowest mutation
rate (i.e., under the strongest purifying selection).
Conditional detectors
In Figure 4 we see that the DC detector can resolve whether a Twist site is in the spacer
window or not if the detector fires when E(S|C) < 3 (see Equation (15)). The resolution
is not perfect in this regime: the DC detector still has an error rate, which we define as
1− 2−H(C|P), where the conditional entropy is defined as:
H(C|P) = H(C)− I(C;P). (27)
The conditional entropy, H(C|P), is simply the uncertainty of C given P . But what does
this mean for a DC detector? We interpreted this conditional uncertainty as a measure
of the detector’s uncertainty about the underlying Dorsal binding site sequence given
how well it predicted its context. For example, if we assume H(C) = 1 bit while DC’s
information is I(C;P) = 0.3, then plugging into Equation (27) we have
H(C|P) = 1− 0.3 = 0.7 bits, (28)
and hence Dorsal has decreased its uncertainty about its context.
If the mutual information I(C;P) was maximal (1 bit), then Dorsal could predict with
perfect accuracy whether Twist was proximal or distal. At the opposite extreme where
the Dorsal detector does no better than random guessing, we see that it would take about
two guesses on average to predict if Twist will be near a binding site sequence. From
an evolutionary point of view, the information I(C;P) encoded in Dorsal binding sites
can be seen as a message passed from an ancestral population of flies to its descendants.
Here, the message instructs Dorsal to interact with Twist, and is encoded in the DNA of
Dorsal binding sites.
Conclusion
Position Weight Matrices represent a linear coarse-grained physical lattice model of
DNA-transcription factor binding. At the DNA sequence level and at the level of
Darwinian selection PWMs represent one of simplest possible linear models. In the case
that each position within a binding site is independently interacting with the protein
binding domain, it makes sense to use a simple model for binding since the affinity
(the phenotype) is linear, and hence natural selection may behave as if a linear model.
However, binding site sequences may be dependent, and hence linear models will miss
important information. By conditioning PWMs based on the variables that are causing
the dependency structure within binding sites it is possible to resolve the binding sites into
independent classes that can then each be modeled as conditionally independent PWMs.
The necessity of introducing nonlinear sequence models into binding site sequence
models is known to help improve binding site sequence detection, and to give a more
realistic perspective to binding site models. A number of groups have introduced similar
models for discovery of co-occuring motifs [64–67], [54, 68–72]. In addition, others have
looked at the influence of symmetries in the flanking sequence of binding sites [17, 21].
Here we placed our analysis in the context of Berg and von Hippel’s population genetics
model that is related to thermodynamics, and hence the interaction term could be placed
inside of thermodynamics occupancy models of transcription factors.
Our conditional PWMs account for epistatic interactions between Dorsal binding sites
and their cis-context. We showed that Dorsal binding sites contain on average around 0.5
bits of information about the presence of Twist in the flanking sequence of each Dorsal site
(see Table 1), thereby contributing to disentangling the dependency structure of Dorsal
binding sites active in fly development. In the future, our model can be incorporated
in the annotation of binding sites of regulatory regions, and could be used for modeling
cooperativity and antagonistic interactions directly from the sequence level. Such models
could be used by occupancy models of transcription factors that predict gene expression,
such as those in Refs. [57, 73].
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Methods Supplement
1.1. Alignment of cis-regulatory modules and collection of DCB
We used the sequence editor SEAVIEW’s default MUSCLE Multiple Sequence Alignment
settings [74] to align a given gene’s 12 orthologous CRMs [75]. Given the alignment we
then manually extracted the blocks that contained the known D. mel binding sites, which
allowed for flanking sequence to be extracted (these blocks on average spanned about 15bp
with no gaps across the 12 species). The data set of all 12 extracted orthologs (sometimes
less than 12 if a binding site was not in the block) for all the D. mel Dorsal binding site
loci is labelled as DCB. The DCB data set is in our available upon request, along with
a Fasta file of the DDUmel and DDCmel sites that contains Pubmed ID of at least one
paper that verified the binding site, the REDFLY record number of each site (if it was
footprinted), and the primary author of the Pubmed article.
1.2. GEMSTAT modifications for locus annotation of CRMs
Given the known sites, DCB, with their flanking sequence from the block alignments we
then created an exact search algorithm that allowed us to estimate the coordinate of the
known site within the regulatory region for data structures used by GEMSTAT, a platform
developed in the Sinha lab [73]. This program has a various inputs, which are irrelevant
for our current purposes, the relevant input is a set of PWMs that represent transcription
factors, and the set of CRMs regulated by these factor’s motifs (PWMs). We extended
the GEMSTAT input to allow for a raw Fasta set of variable length binding sites (namely
our Fasta file for the data set DCB). Each of these sites and its reverse complement was
transformed to a probability PWM “singleton” representation (the probability is equal to
one for the observed nucleotide and zero for the other nucleotides). The longest binding
site of length n in the Fasta file determined the length of all the singletons. Binding sites
in the Fasta file that were of length k, where k < n, then had d = n− k columns of zeros
’padding’ the last d columns of their singleton PWM.
We then constructed a distance matrix from the singletons, where each singleton is
represented by a row and column in the matrix. The matrix elements of the distance
matrix were defined as a normalized euclidean dot product between the singletons (where
corresponding components of each singleton multiple each other). The normalized dot
product between the singleton Sx in row x and singleton Sy in column y is defined as sum
over all the element-wise multiplications:
Sx • Sy =
∑nn
ij S
x
ijS
y
ij∑nn
ij S
x
ijS
x
ij
. (29)
The row singletons are used for normalization, and hence for a given row x, by iterating
over all columns we can filter out any identical singletons.
For example, if we have 400 positive strand binding sites in our Fasta file, we will have
a 800x800 distance matrix (400 of the rows corresponding to positive stranded sites, and
another 400 rows for the negative strands); where the matrix elements are normalized
Euclidean dot products between any two singletons. By screening the distance matrix
for elements that were equal to one (which stands for a duplicate sequence or possible
symmetric sites) we are able to determine which singletons are unique. Asymmetric sites
contain an instance for each strand (which means they are not unique), which is accounted
for in our “overlapping” sites processing step.
Collecting all the unique singletons, we then annotate (scan) the CRMs with each
unique singleton using exact match (e.g., zero energy singleton PWM threshold). This
step allows us to map each binding site in our Fasta file to a unique locus within the
CRMs, thereby attaining the coordinates of all our known binding sites within the CRM
coordinate system, which is an essential step in the spacer calculation of Equation (8).
Each unique singleton has a personal factor identification (a name), which we mutate
to the name ’Dorsal’ for every singleton. Associating the name ‘Dorsal’ to the annotated
sites within the CRMs is a necessary step in order to compute the spacer between each
of the annotated ‘Dorsal’ sites and any predicted motifs sites within each CRM. The
coordinate defines the start or end of a binding site depending on what strand of the
CRM was annotated as a positive hit. For asymmetric known sites that match the bottom
strand, the coordinate defines the end of the binding site, while matches on the positive
(or ‘top’) strand of the CRM indicate the start of the site. The asymmetric sites are
further processed to cull out any sites that overlap at a specific locus, where the process
is described below.
1.3. Overlapping site processing
In order to create independent loci, we wanted to have only one hit per binding site, so
we culled all overlapping sites and overlapping footprints. In the singleton construction of
known binding sites our set of unique singletons frequently contains asymmetric binding
sequences which means both the top and bottom strand sequence at a particular locus
will have an associated singleton (overlapping binding sites). We are able to choose just
one representative for a given locus by an algorithm explained in the ‘Best Predictions’
section below.
1.4. Error In estimating the spacer length between known Dorsal loci and Twist sites
The spacer between two annotated binding sites is determined by the coordinates of the
start site of each binding site using the CRM coordinate system. However, ’known’ Dorsal
sites were annotated in the CRMs using Euclidean dot product search algorithm (discussed
above in the section ‘GEMSTAT Modifications For Locus Annotation Of CRMs’), which
has an uncertainty in start site of a binding site due to the searching singleton PWM
being longer than the actual binding site (due to the flanking sequence). We have about
a 6 base-pair error in the exact spacer length for our length 9 binding sites of Dorsal
(assuming the Twist site or other potential cooperating site annotation uses a correct
length PWM). This is due to the actual Dorsal binding site not being 15 bps (which is
the typical length of a site used in our exact search algorithm). However, in practice,
many of the loci had smaller appended flanking sequence, which would reduce the error
in the spacer length calculation. Furthermore, for binding sites that were centered (which
they usually are) in the extracted block from MSA, the spacer length error would be
reduced in half. Here we call this spacer length error and not bias, because we simply
do not know exactly where the site resides within the blocks extracted from the MSA.
Given the coordinates of the known Dorsal binding sites within the cis-regulatory module
we then defined a PWM for putative cooperating factor with Dorsal (such as a Twist
PWM) and set a threshold on this factor’s energy to annotate it’s predicted sites (where
we assume this factor’s annotation uses a correct length PWM).
1.5. PWM Best predictions of binding site loci
By scanning or scoring each possible subsequence of length k within a CRM with the
PWM one can filter out all the subsequences that do not match the PWM, where a
match is defined as having an energy score below a defined threshold. The coordinates of
the subsequences that match the PWM relative to the CRM coordinate system can then
be used to determine the locus of the predicted binding site.
Scanning CRMs with a PWM frequently results in multiple overlapping binding sites
due to symmetry (positive and negative strand being called a hit) and due to re-occurring
patterns in motifs (such as repeated bases like 5’-AAAA). In order to have non-overlapping
binding sites we processed the set of match sites from the CRM scan to construct a list
of non-overlapping sites.
We treated each position within a CRM as the start site of a binding site of length
k that was scored by the PWM using Eq. (2) (or Eq. (15) depending on the model being
used for predictions). The reverse complement of each potential binding site was also
scored by the PWM. Each length k sequence (potential binding site) was stored in a
data structure, a k-mer, which contained attributes of the potential binding site like the
coordinate and strand (relative to the CRM) and the energy score. The k-mers below
the energy threshold were selected as a hit, and temporarily stored in a hit list. In order
to have no overlapping hits we sorted the k-mer list according to energy scores. The
coordinate attribute of the k-mer with the minimum energy, the best site, was used to
mask out any overlapping hits. This best k-mer site was passed to a storage vector, which
would ultimately contain the annotated k-mer binding sites of the CRM. Upon deleting
the minimum energy k-mer site along with the masked out k-mers from the hit list, we
iterated the above procedure until the hit list was empty, thereby creating a storage vector
of non-overlapping predicted k-mer sites that corresponded to maximum scoring binding
sites within the CRM.
1.6. Expectation Maximization Alignment
In this paper EM alignment means Expectation Maximization alignment of binding sites.
We use a one site per sequence setting that resembles the MEME [63] EM one site per
sequence algorithm [76]. A Fasta list of sites is passed to the tool, and for each sequence
in the list one internal position of the sequence is defined as the starting position of the
inferred binding site. Only one binding site is allowed per sequence from the list passed
to the tool, however, for any given sequence both strands are scored by the current value
of the PWM, where the highest scoring site’s position, regardless of strand, is saved in
order to make the alignment. The output of the alignment is a PWM. The tool requires
setting the length of the desired PWM and the number of iterations of the Expectation
Maximization algorithm and the number of iterations of a sampler. Recall, the MEME
EM simplest form of the algorithm, scores each internal position with a current definition
of a PWM. Then upon scoring all sequences and all internal positions of each sequence
within the Fasta list, the Maximum score for each sequence, and hence a corresponding
position, is determined for the new starting positions of sequences to be are extracted and
used to construct a new PWM, this new PWM is the Expected PWM, in the sense that
the Maximum Likelihood values of the expected counts are just the counts themselves.
This new PWM is then reiterated upon all the sequences and all their internal positions,
thereby iterating through the EM algorithm. In addition at each step of the EM iteration,
the stored position of the start site of each site in each sequence is shifted by one base
pair and then the PWM is recalculated to check for phase shifts. The shifts are check for
both forward and backward shifts up to shifts of half the length of the site [77]. The EM
is wrapped inside of a sampler, which allows for a naive global optimization by random
starting positions within each binding site sequence being used as the initial conditions
that are past to the EM program. A global variable stores the best PWM, upon each
iteration of the sampler, if the EM output PWM has smaller Kullback-Leibler divergence
(i.e., information content) then that PWM is thrown out, otherwise global variable of the
best PWM is redefined by the current iteration’s PWM, and the sampler continues until
the specified number of iterations are exhausted. The Kullback-Leibler divergence of the
distribution (the probability PWM) was estimated from the uniform distribution or from
a distribution set by a GC content value. In addition we implemented an option to weight
each homologous sequence in the alignment based on the divergence time estimated from
Obbard et al. [78]. However, we have not fully explored the effects of this weighting
scheme, and present no results with this option.
1.7. The CB data set, merging and dividing clusters of binding sites
The mixture distribution of equation of Equation (25) implies the data set DCB over all
loci can not be aligned simultaneously to form an estimate of P (S), as that only makes
sense if one is constructing the CB PWM, which assumes no mixture. However, a priori,
one may not know whether their set of binding site loci is a mixture of different types.
To determine if there is a mixture in the data one must decide on how one will align
the mixture model, and whether that alignment should be related to the case that one
combines all the data indiscriminately to form an alignment for the CB PWM. Will all the
training data over all classes be lumped together to estimate P (S) for CB, and then the
conditional probabilities estimated by partitioning their respective set of aligned sites?
This technique is commonly used in the case that one is given a set of aligned data, and
one wishes to find mixtures within the aligned data. Alternatively, will the training data
be partitioned into the classes, and then each class aligned individually, and then these
class-specific alignments simply be ’merged’ to form an estimate of P (S) for CB?
This additional complexity is analogous to the decision made in clustering motifs
as to whether one wants a top-down approach (start from the root and partition), or a
bottom-up approach (start from the leaves of the tree and merge (i.e. combine)), see for
example [79] [80] [81]. We presented results for a bottom-up approach that aligns the
training data DDC and DDU separately to estimate each conditional PWM DC and DU,
then CB was based on merging the count matrices of the DC and DU data sets.
The top-down approach aligns all the sites together, then partitions out the classes,
and from those partitions builds (without further alignment) the conditional probability
PWMs, P (S|C). The bottom-up method is guaranteed to achieve higher Mutual
Information than the top-down approach. This is because the DC alignment will not
necessarily be ’in register’ with the independent DU alignment, for example the DU
alignment may tend to have the first character with more than 0.5 bits of information
shifted relative to the DC alignment (i.e. the binding start site of these two set are
shifted). This in turn causes their marginalization to have an increased entropy due to
mixing alignments out of register, which in turn causes the mutual information to be
boosted, since the conditionals are both now substantially different than the marginal
due to registration of the start sites. Based on results not presented, we found that the
top-down approach still preserves the overall trend in Mutual Information versus spacer
window, although the signal in the [0,30]bp window for distances of known Dorsal sites
from the 5’-CAYAGT motif is reduced by about 40%.
From a model comparison viewpoint, one may assume the strategy should be to
align DC, DU and CB all separately, neither taking a top-down or bottom-up approach.
This strategy does not bias either the mixture model (OR gate) or the CB PWM model.
However, from results not presented, we found this has little effect on the logos for a
length 9bp alignment. Albeit, some alignments (in an ensemble of alignments derived
from Gibbs sampling) do choose a ‘T’ rich motif, as opposed to an ‘A’ rich motif. For
our logos, in the case that a ‘T’ rich motif was found, we presented the logo derived from
the reverse complement of each aligned sequence within the training data set so that all
logos would be easily visually comparable by inspecting the logos. For longer than 9bp
length alignments of Dorsal binding sites, we found that the Conditional Dorsal motifs
frequently were not in ’register’, where registration of the start sites of motifs is based
on a motif-motif alignment program like STAMP [82], but can also be seen by inspection
of the logos (sometimes). For example, by inspection, the DC motif for a length 11bp
alignment may have had the first position in the alignment with greater than 0.25 bits of
information content at position one (in a zero based coordinate system), while DU would
have its first position in the logo with more than 0.25 bits at position zero (the start of
the logo).
From a physical standpoint, it may be that the conditional binding sites do tend to
have a shift in their binding start site positions. For example, Dorsal may bind to : 5’-
AAGGAAATTCC in a DC favored environment, while in the DU favored environment it
binds: 5’-GGAAATTCCAA. If the flanking A’s really are a signal, then one must conclude
the best representation for CB would be: 5’-AAAGGAAATTCCAAA, which is a motif
that is 3 nucleotides longer than either conditional. The bottom up approach to clustering
would miss this signal, since it would merge the two classes such that the CB PWM would
contain a fraction of ‘A’s at the first position based on the proportion of the DC data
relative to the CB data, and another fraction of ‘G’s at the first position due to the DU
motif; thereby not only missing some of the signal, but also interfering with the captured
portions of the signal. This particular case shows that trying to compare motifs based
on having the starting position of the motif being in register, will potentially truncate a
signal for the CB model. The logos in Figure 1 are in register (the start of the binding
sites are the same), which is based on our findings that length 9 alignments are the most
reproducible in terms of registration. Once we had aligned the length 9 binding sites,
we then appended the flanking sequence to each already aligned locus, thereby having
greater assurance that the CB PWM would not have this type of interference effects.
However, if one starts with an alignment that has flanking sequence to begin with,
(such as an alignment of length 15bp;) then one could try and discover if the aligned sites
do contain a mixture of motifs without having to worry about the problems associated with
choosing a strand (such as the ‘A’ rich strand), or whether the start sites are in register.
Such an approach was used in Figure 2 of Barash et al. [54]. However, we found that
setting the Gibbs sampler alignment’s length parameter highly influences the alignment.
For example, for a length 9bp alignment, the starting position of the alignment may
contain maximum information (2 bits), however if one creates a length 15 alignment this
signal (the information) is at least conserved, but may spread into the flanking sequence.
This spreading changes the DNA makeup of the logo of various positions. This is partly
due to there being so many more ways to spread out information among the positions
of the alignment when one is using an objective function that runs over 15 positions as
opposed to 9bp. For example, a subsequence of 5’-AAA that is completely conserved
in a length 3bp alignment, when allowed to be length 5bp alignment may converge on
5’-AAAAA with the same information content as the 3bp alignment (or slightly larger
information content than the length 3bp alignment, while having a smaller per position
information content). This is due to a mixture over loci of the form: 5’-NAAAN, 5’-
AAANN, 5’-NNAAA.
1.8. CB was designed to be an approximation to a mixture
By choosing ‘A-rich’ strands for representations of DC and DU, we were able to create
mixture of PWMs that was not an artifact of the strands when it came to calculating the
marginal in the mutual information, and when it came to constructing the CB PWM. To
determine just how similar the CB PWM is to the mixture distribution, we can use the
fact that the entropy of a mixture distribution must be greater or equal to the fractional
entropies of its component distributions, namely:
H(P (S)mix) ≥ fDCH(P (S)DC) + fDUH(P (S)DU), (30)
where H(P (S)mix) is the entropy of the mixture model of Eq. 25, and fDC is the fraction
of loci in the population that were assigned to class DC and P (S)DC is the probability of S
calculated from the DC probability PWM, and fDU is the fraction of loci in the population
assigned to class DU and P (S)DU is the probability of sequence S calculated from the
DU PWM. Now if H(P (S)CB) is similar in magnitude to H(P (S)mix) then it would be
reasonable to suggest that E(S|C) = E(S) + w(S,C), where E(S) is estimated from the
CB energy PWM.‖. We found the entropy of the mixture for the spacer window of [0,30]bp
was 8.2 bits while the entropy of CB was 8.4 bits (note the entropy of a probability PWM
is 2∗k−IC, where k is the length of the motif and IC is its Information Content calculated
using a uniform background distribution over sequences, given by the first term in the
Lagrangian Eq.(5) in the main text. Given that the entropies of these distributions are
within a couple decibits and inspection of the logos from figure 1 suggests the ranking of
sequences by the PWMs is preserved between DC, DU, and CB (and hence by the mixture
distribution)- the preservation of sequence, of course, breaks down for the 5’-AAATT and
5’-AAAAT cores of DC and DU, notwithstanding, it seems reasonable, for the Dorsal
OR gate, to simply use CB as a proxy for the marginal mixture model in the calculation
of E(S). Without this approximation one would have to use a more complicated data
structure in order to calculate E(S), such as a look-up table that stores the probability
of all 4k sequences.
1.9. Conditional Distributions
The above count table provides the basic elements to estimate the marginal probability
of the bases over the two classes. The maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of the counts
from the table are the counts themselves. Furthermore, any function of a ML estimate
is itself the ML estimate. The ML estimate of the marginal counts of B over C is
nB = nB1 + nB0. The ML estimate of the marginal probability of B is
nB
n
, where n
is sum over all elements of the table (n =
∑
B nB). ML estimates of the counts and
the probabilities enjoy the property that the estimates are unbiased. However, the ML
estimates of the functionals energy and entropy are biased, where the ML estimate of
entropy always underestimates the value of the entropy [83]. The bias in the ML estimate
of the energy is more complex to analyze, since the energy (as defined in Eq. 10) is
equal to the entropy plus an additional extreme value variable (where this extreme value
variable is from a Gumbell like distribution). The bias in these estimators could affect our
bioinformatic searches based on a cutoff of the energy, and could affect our calculations of
information content and mutual information. Hence we chose a Bayesian approach that
uses a hyperparameter β to correct for the small sample bias in entropy and energy. This
approach leads to an estimate of the discrete marginal probability of B over C with a
‖ For a physical mixture, the correct form of the marginalized energy is:
E(S) = log (
Pref∑
c
∏
i P (Si|C = c)P (C = c)
), (31)
where Pref is the probability of the most probable sequence from the mixture model (i.e. in the mixture
model joint distribution P (S) takes the form:
∑
c
∏
i P (Si|C = c)P (C = c) = P (S)).
Dirichlet prior with a symmetric hyperparameter β, defined as P (B) = nB+β
n+4∗β . We used
the same β for all positions of a PWM [84]. Similarly, the conditional distribution of B
given C is defined as P (B|C) = nBC+β∑
BnBC+4∗β
, where we use the same β for all positions of
the conditional probability PWM for our estimates of the conditional distribution of B
given C.
To estimate the uncertainty in our count estimates, a frequentist may assume a
Poisson counting-like process, which has a well-known property that the expected counts
for a set number of trials is equal to the variance of the distribution of counts, which is
supported up to the set number of trials. One can then estimate the confidence interval of
their estimates of the expected counts and hence the standard error on P (B). However,
from a Bayesian perspective, the normalized counts are simply samples from a probability
simplex (the distribution of distributions) [85]. Here one doesn’t estimate standard errors
on P (B), rather the variance of the distribution over the probability simplex is a measure
of the expected spread of P (B) (i.e. how much do we expect P (B) to vary from one
alignment (sample) to another, in other words, how reliable is our estimate of P (B)).
Thinking of each B as a category, then we can use the Dirichlet as our prior distribution
over the categorical distribution P (B) (choosing the Dirichlet as the prior preserves the
form of the categorical distribution when new information becomes available that we use
to update our estimate of P (B)). The Dirichlet prior has an elegant formula for its
variance, which we reproduce here for convenience:
σ2P (B) = 〈P (B)2〉 − 〈P (B)〉2 =
αB(α0 − αB)
α20(α0 + 1)
, (32)
where αB are the concentrations (hyperparameters) for B = A,C,G, T , and α0 =
∑
B αB.
After we observe the sample (the alignment), the variance changes because we’ve gained
new information. We can (as a consequence of ’conjugacy’) simply recycle the formula
above with a change of variables α′B = αB +nB . . . α
′
o = αo+n, this leads to the posterior
variance:
σ2P (B)post =
(αB + nB)(α0 + n− αB − nB)
(αo + n)2(αo + n+ nB + 1)
. (33)
We chose to use a symmetric hyperparameter, β, where αB = β ∀ B, which can be thought
of as a “pseudocount”. Berg and von Hippel used the same analysis with the standard
maximum entropy prior, which they detail in their appendix [12].
1.10. Detector energy thresholds, Ec
From a bioinformatic perspective, a detector’s conditional PWMs or the CB PWM must
test each potential 9-mer in a CRM by making a prediction as to whether the 9-mer is a
binding site or random background DNA. Hence the prediction is a binary classification
that labels each 9-mer as positive or negative. The positive sites indicate the 9-mer’s
energy is below an energy threshold, Ec (critical energy), while negative sites have 9-mer
sequences with energy above the energy threshold.
We define the bioinformatic specificity, ν, as the cardinality of the number n of
sequences of length 9 bp that are considered a positive binding site due to their energy
being below the critical energy, divided by the cardinality of the total number N of
possible sequences of length 9 bp, where N = 49. Hence the bioinformatic specificity
is ν = n
N
=
∑
S∈S P (S)θ(E(S) − Ec), where S is the set of all possible sequences (i.e,.
the set of cardinality N), and θ is the step function, which acts as an indicator variable
that has a value of ’one’ when E(S) is below the threshold energy of Ec and θ has a
value of zero otherwise. Once a bioinformatic specificity is set, we use the estimated
cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the CB energy over the 49 sequences to calculate
the energy threshold that matches a particular value ν of the cdf, (where we assume these
49 sequences occur based on the background probability).
We naively build the cdf by nested iterations, which allows us to iterate over all
possible 9-mers, N . At each iteration we determine the unique 9-mer sequence S’s CB
energy E(S) (position independent model), and increment the bin of the energy histogram
that corresponds to E(S), where the bin widths were 0.1 in arbitrary units. To map an
energy E to a bin, we map each energy to a bin number (bin identification), where the
bin number is d10 ∗ E(S)e for a 0.1 precision bin width, or simply dE(S)e for a bin width
of 1. For example, for ν = 10−6 we expect n = νN possible sequences to be below the
energy cutoff, we then can rank each sequence in the set of N unique 9-mers based on
their energy score, where the nth sequence’s energy is Ec.
For a given energy PWM each 9-mer S in a CRM is scored as E(S) + w(S,C),
where the shift is determined by the PWM that was trained from class specific data
(w = 0 for CB). For example, if the spacer window is set at [0, 30]bp then the DC
detector always expects that there is a cooperating site proximal to it, and hence adds
w(S, proximal) to the energy E(S) for a given sequence S. All 9-mers that satisfy the
constraint E(S) + w(S, proximal) < Ec are considered a positive hit (where overlapping
9-mers that satisfy this constraint are screened so that the best scoring 9-mer is considered
the positive site).
Results Supplement
1.11. Description of rank sum sampling distribution construction
It’s possible that any random data set of binding sites that are used to build detectors
using our technique would produce p-value’s similar to those found between DC and DU
detectors. Hence, our original data set of Dorsal sites DCB was randomly partitioned
such that half of the sites from it are placed in D1 and the other half of sequences into
D2. Then we build a detector (a model) with PWMs trained from the D1 sequences,
and similarly we build another detector from the D2 data. Then using our formula for
conditional energy we compute the conditional energy for each of the D1 sequences. For
example, let D1 = S1, S2, ..Sn, where the cardinality of DCB is 2n. Then we compute
the energy of these sequences: D1E = [E(S1|1), E(S2|1), ..E(Sn|1)]. Similarly the data
set D2E will be based on the conditional energies for the corresponding sequences in D2.
Once we have the lists of conditional energies, we compute the median energies between
D1E and D2E, and use the rank sum test to obtain a p-value.
We repeat this procedure 1000 times and bin the p-value. Hence we create a
distribution of p-values for the rank sum test, which can be used to test if our detector’s
DC and DU have a significant rank sum p-value against the background of p-values from
rank sums of random partitions of the data.
1.12. Logodds ratio test of DC and DU positive hits
For a given detector, defined by the class value C =c, each 9-mer, S, in a crm is scored
as E(S) + w(S,C = c). For example, the DC detector always expects that there is
a cooperating site nearby, and hence adds w(S,c=1) to the energy E(S) for any given
sequence S. All 9-mers that satisfy the constraint E(S) +w(S, c = 1) < Ec are considered
a positive hit (where overlapping 9-mers that satisfy this constraint are screened so that
the best scoring 9-mer is considered the positive site).
All positive hits for a detector are then classified using the same spacer window
scheme that was used in constructing the detector itself (i.e.[0,30]bp). All positive hits
that contain a Twist site in the spacing window are classified with class tag ‘proximal’,
and the Dorsal sites without a Twist site in the spacing window are classified as ‘distal’.
We constructed a 2x2 contingency table with table elements nM,C that represent the
number of predicted Dorsal loci from detector M that match the properties of class C
(e.g., C =p indicates the predicted Dorsal locus had a cooccurring Twist site in the spacer
window ‘proximal’). The detector M can be considered a random variable with outcome
M=DC and M=DU, and the class, C, another random variable. The table elements for
the DC detector are nDC,p, nDC,d, for the number of predicted sites n from the DC detector
that were proximal to Twist’s motif, and similarly the number distal from Twist.
proximal distal
DC nDC,p nDC,d
DU nDU,p nDU,d
Table 2. Contingency table of DC and DU detector versus the class type distal and
proximal. Elements of the table are the counts from predictions of each detector for a
given energy cutoff and spacer cutoff in a given set of CRMs.
The logodds ratio is the ratio of two odds; odds of DC proximal, labelled as ODCp=
P (np|DC)
P (nd|DC and odds of DU proximal labelled as ODUp =
P (np|DU)
P (nd|DU) , where the conditional
probabilities (such as P (np|DC)) are estimated from the 2x2 contingency table in Table 2
with a pseudocount of value one. The logodds ratio is: ln(ODCp
ODUp
). The sampling
distribution of the logodds ratio is a normal distribution with mean zero and width equal
to the standard error of the mean. We are interested in the one-sided test, hence, our
p-value estimate is the integral of the sampling distribution from the given logodds ratio
to positive infinity (the chances of seeing the value found from the test or a larger value).
1.13. Mutual Information between known class tags and the conditional detector’s
predictions of class tags
We use the mutual information between the binary class variable C (‘proximal’ and ‘distal’,
defined by the spacer window) from our known binding sites and the detector’s binary
prediction P of the class to determine the detector’s performance at resolving class types.
Here a prediction still means that the detector is testing whether a k-mer is a Dorsal
binding site, however, we are additionally checking to see if the binding site locus of the
k-mer being tested has the correct flanking sequence feature.
We use the information identity to transform mutual information into an entropic
form:
I(C;P) = H(P)−H(P|C) . (34)
However, this quantity can only be calculated given a model M (a conditional detector
and its corresponding energy threshold), hence, in our own notation we will write this
mutual information as I(C;P ,M = m) = H(P ,M = m) − H(P|C,M = m), where we
make explicit that we know the detector M .
The variables C,P ,M are all Bernoulli-like. The value C = 0 indicates class type
‘distal’ for a given binding site, and C = 1 indicates class type ‘proximal’ for a given
binding site. The value P = 0 indicates the detector predicted the class of a given binding
site as ‘distal’, and the value P = 1 indicates the detector predicted the class of a given
binding site as ’proximal’. The variable M ’s domain is M=DC and M=DU.
The entropy H(P ,M = m) is the entropy of the predicted class distribution, where
we estimate the predicted class distribution based on marginalizing the predictions over
the classes. For example, the outcome P = 1 is computed as:
P (P = 1,M = m) = P (P = 1|C = 1,M = m)P (C = 1)
+ P (P = 1|C = 0,M = m)P (C = 0) , (35)
where P (C = 1,M = m) = P (C = 1), and P (C = 0,M = m) = P (C = 0), and we
estimate the conditional probabilities for a given detector based on the detector’s energy
cutoff, since its predictions are based on the energy threshold.
The conditional entropy is defined as:
H(P|C,M = m) = ∑
p
P (p)
∑
c
P (p|c,M = m) logP (p|c,M = m), (36)
where the conditional probability P (p|c,M = m) is a function of the TPR and FPR that
is determined by the conditional detector, for example if M = DC we have:
P (1|1) = P (P = 1|C = 1,M = DC) = TPR (37)
P (1|0) = P (P = 1|C = 0,M = DC) = FPR
P (0|1) = P (P = 0|C = 1,M = DC) = 1− TPR
P (0|0) = P (P = 0|C = 0,M = DC) = 1− FPR .
The TPR and FPR are a function of the conditional detector. For the DC detector
we defined the positives as the known ’proximal’ sites, previously denoted as DDC , and
the negatives are the known ’distal’ sites, DDU .
Two equations in Equation (37) are based on the FPR, and defined as: P (P = 0|C =
0, DC) is the fraction of known ’distal’ binding sites whose energy is above the energy
threshold (true negatives divided by negatives), and P (P = 1|C = 0, DC) is the fraction
of known ’distal’ binding sites whose energy is below the energy threshold (false positives
divided by negatives). Two equations are based on the TPR, P (P = 1|C = 1, DC) is the
fraction of known ’proximal’ binding sites whose energy is below the energy threshold,
and of course P (P = 0|C = 1, DC) = 1 − P (P = 1|C = 1, DC), which is the fraction of
known ‘proximal’ binding sites whose energy is above the energy threshold (false negatives
divided by positives).
For the DU detector, the DU positives are what DC would call a negative, hence DU’s
positive data are the known ‘distal’ sites, and its negatives are the known ‘proximal’ sites.
This is because DU should be firing when Twist is distal. For example, the TPR now
determines P (P = 0|C = 0, DU), which is defined as the fraction of known ‘distal’ binding
sites whose DU’s energy score is below the energy threshold (true positives divided by
positives). The FPR for DU is now given by P (P = 0|C = 1, DU), which is the fraction of
known ‘proximal’ binding sites whose energy is below the energy threshold (false positives
divided by negatives).
Additional Experiment Supplement, Rerunning Model on CACATG Twist
Motif
We repeated our analysis of the known Dorsal sites with a different Twist motif (5’-
CACATG). We used the same sliding window as in the main text of 30 base pair shifts
starting at [0,30]bp, and then incrementing to [31,60]bp etc. We also used the same spacer
window as in the main text ([0,30]bp) for the DC detector for making predictions of known
Dorsal loci in the CRMs.
Figure 5. Logos generated for known Dorsal sites tested for adjacency to 5’-CACATG
used as ’cooperative’ class (DC) if in the [0,30]bp distance. Logo A corresponds to the
’Dorsal Cooperative’ class, it’s total information content we calculated at 13.4bits. Logo
D is the exact same logo as A but we’ve appended one base-pair of flanking sequence onto
the start and end of the site (hence, this logo starts at position -1). Position 9 of this logo
shows about a couple decibits of information relative to the background sequence and
the position -1 contains a half bit of information. Logo B is the ’Dorsal Uncooperative’
class for the [0,30]bp window, which we calculated to have 9.4 bits information relative to
the background (uniform distribution of bases), and logo E has added the flanking sites
to the ’Dorsal Uncooperative’ class. Logo C is the CB motif with 9.7 bits of information
relative to the background, which looks similar to the ’Dorsal Uncooperative’ class at
position 6 due to there being many more sites that prefer A to a T at this position
amongst all the Dorsal sites in the network. Logo F is the CB motif with the flanking
sequence appended.
spacer [0,30]bp (31,60]bp (61,90]bp
Mutual Information Equation (17) 0.38 0.28 0.04
Logodds ratio test -log(p value) 4.8 0.17 0.66
This table’s second row corresponds to the log odds ratio test based on CB’s specificity
set at 10−4, which corresponds to a CB energy of 2.5, as in the main text. The DC detector
did show better performance for this spacer window and corresponding energy cutoff. We
additionally ananlyzed the mutual information for the case that 5’-CACATGT was used as
a motif for Twist, which would correspond to a subset of the sites found for 5’-CACATG.
For the 5’-CACATGT motif we found the mutual information was 0.3, 0.17, 0.0 for the
three possible cases of the sliding window.
1.14. ROC curve
The ROC curve for the OR gate and the CB detector for 5’-CACATG Twist motif are
displayed in Figure 6. The detectors behave in a similar manner to the results presented
in the main paper for the 5’-CAYATG motif.
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Figure 6. ROC curves display the False positive rate (FPR) vs. True Positive Rate
(TPR).
1.15. Mutual Information between loci classes C and detector predictions of classes P
The mutual information I(C;P) for both conditional detectors based on a 5’-CACATG
Twist motif in Figure 7 shows similar behavior as the results in the main paper for the
5’-CAYATG Twist motif.
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Figure 7. The mutual information I(C;P) between the conditional detector’s
prediction’s of class types (distal or proximal) and the known class types, as a function
of the detection energy threshold is varied. DC shows about 0.3 bits of information at
about an energy cutoff of 4. DU’s score suggests that it does not do much better than
random guessing in predicting class types.
1.16. Permutation test using rank sum statistic
The median energy of DC was 0.4, and the median energy of DU was 2.9. The plot of
the rank sum sampling distribution generated from random partitions of these data sets
of size 66 and 356 respectively is below.
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Figure 8. Histogram of p-values of random partitions of the combined data set DCB,
where the histogram bins were in units of 10*log(p value). The p-value of the rank sum
test for DC and DU median energies was about 205 in the scaled log units, which is the
bar at the far left of the sampling distribution.
1.17. Entropy Bias
The Bayesian estimate of the probability of B with a Dirichlet prior using symmetric
hyperparameter β is P (B) = nB+β
N+4∗β [84]. To minimize the bias in the entropy we selected
the value of β that gave the smallest bias for the small sample regime. Of course, we
do not know the true entropy a-priori of the binding site distribution. However, for the
length 9 bp CB distribution of Dorsal binding site sequences we could initially estimate
a “known” PWM that could then be used to randomly generate synthetic binding sites.
Hence, using our best estimate of the CB PWM, we used the PWM to generate data
sets of N binding sites. For each synthetic data we estimated a PWM with a predefined
value of β, and thereby estimated the entropy as a function of N . For each value of N ,
we generated n replicate data sets, building a PWM for each set, thereby obtaining n
estimates of the entropy for each value of N . We estimated the entropy based on a data
sets of size N=[1,50], and n = 20. By repeating this experiment for values of β in the
domain [10−5, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.5, 1] we found an empirical value of β that best estimated
the known entropy and energy. We similarly repeated this for energy estimates, and found
the least biased vale of β = 0.1 for entropy and energy estimates.
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Figure 9. The probability distribution p was estimated from N random deviates
of a known length 9 PWM that was built from DCB data. The entropy of p,
H[p] = −∏9i=1∑B p(i, B) log p(i, B) , where i runs over the nine positions of the aligned
N sequence deviates, and B runs over the bases, was computed for twenty replicates for
each value of N and plotted the average entropy over the twenty replicates as a function
of N . We computed the functional H[p] as a function of N for values of β in the domain
[10−5, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.5, 1]. The known CB PWM had an entropy of 5.6 bits as shown by
the green horizontal line, and we found an empirical value of β that best estimated this
’known’ entropy to be β = 0.1 as shown by the red plot of the functional H as a function
of N . We similarly repeated this for the functional energy estimates, and found the least
biased vale of β = 0.1 for entropy and energy estimates.
